A numerical analysis of extrinsic diffraction losses in two-dimensional photonic crystal slabs with line defects is reported. To model disorder, a Gaussian distribution of hole radii in the triangular lattice of airholes is assumed. The extrinsic losses below the light line increase quadratically with the disorder parameter, decrease slightly with increasing core thickness, and depend weakly on the hole radius. For typical values of the disorder parameter the calculated loss values of guided modes below the light line compare favorably with available experimental results.
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A numerical analysis of extrinsic diffraction losses in two-dimensional photonic crystal slabs with line defects is reported. To model disorder, a Gaussian distribution of hole radii in the triangular lattice of airholes is assumed. The extrinsic losses below the light line increase quadratically with the disorder parameter, decrease slightly with increasing core thickness, and depend weakly on the hole radius. Propagation of light in these systems is controlled by a photonic lattice in the two-dimensional plane and by the dielectric discontinuity of the slab in the vertical direction. In PhC slabs with a strong refractive-index contrast, such as a suspended membrane or air bridge and a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) system, the defect mode associated with the linear waveguide may lie partly below the cladding light line in the k v plane. 2, 3 In this case the mode is truly guided with no intrinsic diffraction loss (unlike modes above the light line, which are subject to intrinsic out-of-plane losses). In such a situation the propagation losses of a guided mode depend exclusively on the presence of structural imperfections. The role of disorder in propagation losses is therefore a crucial issue for prospective applications of linear PhC waveguides to integrated optics. In this work we present a theoretical treatment of the effect of disorder on propagation losses in twodimensional PhC slabs with line defects. We focus on the most commonly studied structure, namely, a missing row of holes along the GK direction in a triangular lattice of airholes, which is also called a W1 waveguide. The main purpose of this Letter is to quantify the trends of disorder-induced losses as a function of various structure parameters and to make a comparison between air-bridge and SOI PhC slabs.
Previous studies of disorder phenomena in PhC slabs concentrated on the effects on the photonic gap 4 or on the consequences of a nonvertical shape of the holes for propagation losses. 5 Recently, the effects of scattering at sidewall roughness in PhC slabs were studied in a two-dimensional model. 6 In this work we consider the variation of hole radii as the main disorder effect. The present fully three-dimensional results extend those of Ref. 7 , in which only intrinsic losses above the light line were calculated and the effect of disorder was not included. After discussing the model and the numerical results, we compare them with recent experimental measurements of losses below the light line. 8, 9 We consider a slab of dielectric constant e core and thickness d along z, patterned with a triangular lattice of airholes in the slab plane (xy), with lattice constant a, hole radius r, and a line defect with channel width w [see inset in Fig Coupling to radiative modes of the effective waveguide is taken into account by time-dependent perturbation theory, which yields the imaginary part of the mode frequency Im͑v͒. 11, 12 To take into account the effects of disorder, we def ine a large supercell in the direction parallel to the line defect, in which the hole radii are randomly distributed with Gaussian probability around an average value r. The rms deviation Dr of the radius is taken as the disorder parameter. The random variation of the hole size changes the dielectric modulation to e dis ͑r͒ and gives rise to a perturbation De 21 ͑r͒ e 21 dis ͑r͒ 2 e 21 ͑r͒, which couples guided and radiative eigenmodes and leads to a f inite 
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In Fig. 1 we consider a W1 waveguide in the air bridge and show the dispersion of the defect mode and the imaginary part of the frequency for different values of Dr͞a. Only the defect mode that is even with respect to the horizontal midplane (s xy 11) and odd with respect to the plane of incidence (s kz 21) is considered. 14 The shaded regions in Fig. 1(a) represent the bulk PhC modes. As can be seen from Fig. 1(b) , the defect mode is subject mainly to intrinsic losses when its dispersion falls above the air light line. 7 When the mode crosses the light line, Im͑va͞2pc͒ has a sudden decrease toward finite values, due to the disorder-induced losses. The imaginary part of the mode frequency depends strongly on the disorder parameter of the structure. In particular, it is found to grow almost quadratically with Dr, as is appropriate for a Rayleigh-scattering mechanism. The extrinsic losses become important also above the light line for suff iciently high values of the disorder parameter or in the energy window of low group velocity, i.e., for va͞2pc . 0.33 in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 2 the dependence of Im͑va͞2pc͒ on various structure parameters is displayed for Dr͞a 0.01. We show Im͑va͞2pc͒ with decreasing values of the core thickness [ Fig. 2(a) ] and increasing average hole radius [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Concerning the dependence on the core thickness, it is seen from Fig. 2(a) that both intrinsic and extrinsic losses increase with decreasing d͞a due to increased leakout of the defect mode in the patterned regions when the vertical conf inement of the field is higher. Below the light line, Im͑va͞2pc͒ is between 10 26 and 10 25 . When we set d͞a 0.5 and study the same quantity as a function of the air fraction, we see [ Fig. 2(b) ] that the intrinsic losses above the light line increase with increasing hole radius, as previously reported, 7 whereas the extrinsic losses are ϳ3 3 10 26 and have a much-weaker dependence on this parameter.
In Fig. 3 we show a comparative analysis of the mode dispersion, group velocity, imaginary part of the frequency, and losses below the light line both in air-bridge and SOI configurations for channel widths of w w 0 (W1) and w 0.7w 0 (W07 waveguide). For SOI systems the ref lection through plane xy is not a symmetry operation, and thus both parities must be considered in the basis set. 12 Nevertheless, there is a region below the light line in the k v plane where no parity mixing occurs. 5, 15, 16 We can see from Fig. 3 that Im͑va͞2pc͒ is generally larger in SOI systems, due to the asymmetric slab configuration. Looking at the dependence on channel width, the out-of-plane losses are lower for W1 than for W07 in air-bridge structures, while in SOI the W07 waveguide has lower losses owing to the larger group velocity of the mode at the crossing point with the SiO 2 light line. 15 This explains the experimental situation according to which W1 waveguides are commonly addressed in silicon membranes, 9 whereas W07 waveguides have lower propagation losses in SOI structures. 8 The parameters used in these calculations are close to those of the SOI structures fabricated and studied in Ref. 8 . With a 390 nm and Dr Ӎ 4 nm the present results [minimum loss of ϳ9 dB͞mm for W07 SOI waveguides; see last panel in Fig. 3(b) ] agree well with the experimental value of 6 dB͞mm. 8 Finally, in Fig. 4 we show a comparison between the present theoretical model and recent experimental results obtained on silicon membranes. 9 The quoted sample parameters were used in the calculations (see caption). In Fig. 4(a) , s xy 11 modes, both odd (s kz 21) and even (s kz 11) with respect to the plane of incidence, are shown for completeness. Propagation losses of 24 6 2.4 dB͞cm were measured in Ref. 9 for the s xy 11, s kz 21 defect mode below the light line. In Fig. 4(b) the calculated losses have a value of 27 dB͞cm when the corresponding mode crosses the light line, which is in close agreement with the experimental data. Good agreement is also found for the spectral dependence of the losses.
We did not consider disorder-induced scattering into the counterpropagating defect mode. 17 The fair agreement between calculated and measured values for the losses below the light line suggests that out-ofplane scattering into the leaky waveguide modes is indeed the dominant loss mechanism for the highcontrast PhC slabs considered in this work.
The present method is a fast and accurate tool for calculating disorder-induced diffraction losses out of the slab plane in linear PhC waveguides. The trends as a function of various structure parameters have been determined within a model of variable hole radii in a large supercell. Quantitative comparison with experimental results for the losses of truly guided modes is satisfactory when state-of-the-art disorder parameters are assumed.
